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CLOUDFOREST HORSE RIDING TOUR: DAY BY DAY ITINERARY
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Ride in the arena and surroundings: Ride in the arena and get acquainted with
the horses that you will use during the ride. Then you ride around the
neighboring haciendas and mountains as Viudita or Corazon. The first
experience at altitude starts this first day. Lunch in the Hacienda House, visit
the milking barn and aging cheese cave, and enjoy the hot tub and fireplace.
Overnight at Hacienda La Alegria (Riding time 4 hours).

Ride to Corazon Mountain: In the morning ride west towards the Corazon
to 4,000 meters and descend to the cloud forest. Here you can observe a
great biodiversity or plants and flowers, including giant guneras, orchids
and birds as the turkey of the forest (guan). In the afternoon, we arrive for
tea at Hacienda Bomboli (3,000 m), relax by the fireplace, enjoying the
sunset, and watch the lights of the villages near the coast following a great
meal. Overnight at Hacienda Bomboli (Riding time 6 hours).

Ride from cloudforest up the Andes: We leave behind the cloud forest and
ride the old road that until 1960 connected Quito with the coast. From there
we can appreciate the green and fertile Machachi Valley and we can also see
the routes we will take the next day along the east mountain chain upon
returning. Crossing extensive pastures and eucalyptus forests we arrive to the
valley at time for a delicious late lunch at the Hacienda. (Riding time 4 hours).
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CLOUDFOREST HORSE RIDING TOUR: DAY BY DAY ITINERARY

Inclusions:
3 days quality horseback riding in the Ecuadorian Andes with all the necessary equipment,
including wool ponchos, rain ponchos and chaps, horse bags and helmets.
2 nights of acommodation on double/twin basis: one at Hacienda La Alegria, one in the
cloud forest
Bilingual guide (Spanish/English)
All meals feature delicious, gourmet international and Ecuadorian food, wine and beer
included
Lunch boxes on the second day ride, the first and third day are with lunch at the hacienda
Your choice of wool protected saddles. You may also bring your own equipment.

Exclusions:
Single supplement
Transport to and from Hacienda (Happy Gringo can quote a driver separately for this
service if required)
Personal expenses
Tips

This program can be adapted to your personal needs - just let us if
you would like to make any changes, we’ll be happy to help!
NOTE: Licensed English-speaking guides are more expensive per
day than Spanish-speaking drivers. For that reason this tour has a
mix of both included, in order to balance trip cost with service level
for you. Of course the mix is lexible, so if you would like to make
changes then just let us know.
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